Banks' exposures to Home sovereign bonds
The financial crisis drew attention to the problem of the 'sovereign-bank' nexus,
namely the degree to which the financial standing of banks and Member States was
interdependent: Costly rescue operations for banks resulted in significant increases of
public debt, while the banks’ investment in sovereign bonds made them vulnerable to
rating downgrades. That interdependency is considered problematic from a systemic
stability point of view, in particular if banks have strongly invested in sovereign bonds
of their Home country.
Graph 1: Banks’ exposure to Home sovereign bonds (percentage of total assets, as
at 30/6/2017)
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In general, sovereign bonds are considered the highest quality bonds in the market
exactly because they are backed by national governments, and regulators therefore
give them a preferential treatment. For banks, sovereign bonds are not only attractive because of their regulatory treatment but also because they are liquid and can
easily be bought and sold on functioning markets.
Status Quo
On 24 November 2017, the European Banking Authority (EBA) published the results
of its 2017 EU-wide transparency exercise that inter alia looked into the banks' holdings of domestic and non-domestic sovereign debt, analysing a sample of 132 banks
from 25 countries1 of the European Union and the European Economic Area.
Table 1 summarises the data surveyed by EBA, basically showing at an aggregate
level how much of the banks' balance sheets is invested in Sovereign Bonds issued
by their Home country. Our year-on-year comparison indicates that the banks’ exposure to Home Sovereign Bonds has decreased in most countries (on average by
minus 0.81%, down from 7.58% by 30/6/2016 to 6.78% by 30/6/2017), and has in that
period notably increased (by 2.92%) only in Portugal. Table 1 furthermore shows that
the amount of Sovereign Bonds held is often significant if compared to - and in some
cases even exceeds - the banks’ capital basis (measured as Common Equity Tier 1).
Table 1: Average exposure to Home Sovereign Bonds (ratio in relation to total
exposures) as at 30/06/2017, on country level

Source: EGOV calculations based on EBA data. Home sovereign bonds = debt securities issued by the Home
sovereign; CET1 = Common Equity Tier 1 ratio (fully loaded)
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Due to the very small sample size in case of Poland (two banks) and Romania (one bank), the amount of Home
debt securities held by those banks was not disclosed.
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